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Primary Care Foundation looks at primary 
& urgent care from a number of angles

● Diagnostic tools for general practice
● Audit of potentially avoidable appointments

● Reviewing bureaucracy in general practice

● Web-based tool for reviewing access & urgent care

● Better decision making in general practice

● Reports for Department of Health, NHS England and others
● Making Time in General practice

● Primary Care in A&E

● Urgent Care in general practice

● Urgent Care Centres

● Urgent Care Commissioning guide

● Reviews of urgent care system, 111, OOH etc.
● Financial & capacity model for integrated urgent care

● Benchmark of out of hours services

● Projects for 
● Commissioners, particularly CCGs

● Providers, practices, OOH providers etc.

● NHS, commercial and mutual organisations
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Be careful what you ask for

● This has been a horrible year, but it is always important to 
ask difficult questions

● Our starting point was ‘does one type of lead urgent care 
provider perform better than others’?

● But all our analysis led back to the elephant in the room –
the inconsistency and inaccuracies in the way data is coded, 
recorded and reported

● Our concern is that unless this issue is addressed, national 
metrics will have little meaning and the drive for 
improvement will be undermined   
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This is not the first time we have 
been here …
● We are committed to helping health services make sense of 

data and drive improvements in patient care

● In 2007 the Department of Health commissioned PCF to set 
up and run a national benchmark for GP OOH services

● We found that data was not comparable and insisted on 
receiving a standard data extract from every provider

● Genuine comparison drove real improvements

● 14 years on, the same issues about making genuine and 
meaningful comparisons remain:
● Gap between national guidelines and local enforcement

● Providers developing local metrics to support local IUC systems

● The flexibility of Adastra’s information system
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What did we find?

● Data quality is poor

● Datasets are not joined up (despite this being in the specification)

● There appears to be far more variation within provider types 
than between them

● We can’t see the vision
● No evidence from the data that any contract has realised the vision

● That the vision of an IUC seems to have been forgotten – or possibly 
shelved as too hard to do

● ‘111’ and ‘OOH’ services still operating much as they did before

● KPIs mostly fail to measure quality of care
● Lots of measures of activity and responsiveness

● Very few of patient care and effectiveness

● KPIs being watered down

● But the vision is still valid – & we could develop useful KPIs
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Data quality

● Reported percentages are not aggregated correctly because NULL is 
counted as 0

● Published data doesn’t add up when it should and there are big gaps in 
data

● There are inconsistencies between MDS and ADC data – even for simple 
data like number of calls triaged

● Providers count calls and start clocks at different points so results are 
not comparable

● Results are not credible:
● 100% calls answered in 60 seconds

● Average time to answer faster than the reaction time of a racing driver

● Average call-back times that are impossible given the numbers of calls over ten 
minutes

● Dispositions that when totalled range from >180% to <30% of calls triaged

…. it is difficult to be confident in ANY KPI
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There appears to be far more variation within 
provider types than between them

“Where performance comparison between IUC 
systems is possible, there appears to be far more 
variation within provider types (Ambulance Trusts, 
NHS Trusts, commercial or not-for-profit) than 
between them. There is NO evidence that one provider 
type is better than another.”
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KPIs are being updated…and the new KPIs 
still contain the worst example of the lot

● Call answering changed to less than standard commercial practice

● No measure of time to telephone outcome

● Less focus on self-care and smart use of resources

● Continue to count activity, not look at clinical value

● Proportion of cases receiving clinical input (KPI 15, proposed KPI 4) is 
estimated in wildly different ways.  The results are inconsistent, the 
reported trends positively misleading and, even if reported accurately, 
the metric adds no clinical value at all….

● Yet this is included within the proposed new bundle of urgent and 
emergency care metrics described in Transformation of urgent and 
emergency care: models of care and measurement
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The vision is still valid but we could 
measure ourselves against it better

● Drop/reduce the KPIs that focus on activity or responsiveness
● Drop A&E and ambulance validation – replace with effectiveness metric

● Drop % assessed by a clinician

● Develop surveys
● Ask more about caring/quality - Enough time, Listening, Understanding (similar to 

GPPS)

● Use staff survey to assess if ‘well led’

● Add some measures of effectiveness
● RAIDR/ICDS for ‘right first time’

● Histogram of number of phone calls, KPI of 2 or more ring-backs

● Measure ‘consult and complete’ as a KPI

● Clinical safety
● Report numbers over 2 hours to phone outcome – and audit a sample

● Include top level information about cost
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Is this problem just too difficult? 

● No - there is plenty of room for optimism

● Leaders & experts acknowledge theses issues. To address 
them, we recommend:

1. establishing a consistent approach for recording and collecting data 
supported by a joined up but anonymous dataset

2. agreeing a new updated set of KPIs that measure the quality and 
outcome of care rather than just measures of activity

3. Setting up a detailed benchmark - enabling case level analysis - to 
understand how patients use the urgent care system

4. Embrace the ICDS – ensuring that the data collected is available to 
drive performance improvement

● And the shift to Integrated Care Systems makes this more of 
a priority than ever
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Looking ahead

● Different partners across the IUC system will need to 
address different aspects of the current concerns about 
data quality.

● Data quality is an NHS England IUC priority for 2021/22 

● NHSE&I are working with NHS Digital to set up ICDS – it will 
be important to get the raw data right

● We are keen to use this review as a catalyst for change.

● PCF, with data experts Methods Analytics, are inviting local 
IUC systems to set up a pilot to improve data quality join 
data and compare performance
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What the pilot will cover

• Common data extracts, joined and pseudonamised, for providers and 
commissioners to really understand how their system works.

• Check consistent recording and monitoring of data.

• Share lessons to assist ICDS team

• Work across (say) five sites to review and agree a new set of metrics.

• Bring together the data sets across the pilot sites to ensure they are 
comparable.

• Prepare a report for each site on performance against the new metrics.

• Prepare a summary report looking at variation across the five sites.

• Run a session across the pilots to review data quality, make sense of 
the variation and assess the strengths and weakness of the new 
metrics.

• Prepare a summary report reviewing the learning across all pilot sites 
with options for spreading the learning and developing a national 
benchmark.
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Pilot across IUC systems
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Welcome any questions

And if you would like to take part in a 
pilot to improve data, contact us at:
Henry Clay 07775 696360 henry.clay@primarycarefoundation.co.uk  

& Rick Stern 07709 746771  rick.stern@primarycarefoundation.co.uk  


